
A CRITIQUE OF THE LANDSCAPE AND THEME IN THE LEGEND OF

SLEEPY HOLLOW

Rendition of the â€œLegend of Sleepy Hollowâ€• Night had seemed colder than before . Even ice itself began to crust
against the wrinkles of his weary eyes.

They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. Yet this
is not the only example of greed or selfishness. Washington's story The Legend of Sleepy Hollow is well
known among my peers, but I can accurately assume far less have bothered to read it. This power of feminine
is elicit by Washington Irving who gives respect and superiority to women indirectly, but yet evidently
through third person narration. He is large, strong, rough, humorous, and good-natured, as well-known for his
skill as a horseman as Crane is for his education. It is a town that is quite superstitious and seems to be
haunted by the ghost of a headless horse-rider. Closely examine the passages in which Irving describes food in
lingering detail. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal
information from the essays. Discussions of Washington Irving often concern gender and the artistic
imagination, but these topics are usually mutually exclusive when associated with the two most enduring
stories from the Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. Irving begins The Legend of Sleepy Hollow with a
vivid description of the setting of his story. The forests had put on their sober brown and yellow, while some
trees of the tenderer kind had been nipped by the frosts into brilliant dyes of orange, purple, and scarlet.
Crayon almost seems to be challenging the reader to enjoy the story even though he doubts most of it, for in
the postscript to the story, in which we find out that the previous narrator does not even believe it, the one man
who does not enjoy hearing the story says that the reason he cannot enjoy it is that he does not believe it. Most
helpful essay resource ever! And it is Sleepy Hollow men who tell ghost stories at the frolic. Crane, however,
does not understand the limits of imagination. Tales from the female sphere must be validated by male
retelling. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Many years later, this
legend was produced as a movie directed by Tim Burton. This would seemingly make it prone to family
prejudices, a younger parallel to the European aged communities, yet there is no evidence of this kind of
hierarchy. The locals say that the murders have. Did you find something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or
otherwise problematic in this essay example? Reading example essays works the same way! The original short
story " The Legend of the Sleepy Hollow" is an example of a simple, yet mysterious fable in which Ichabod
Crane acts as the protagonist. On the one hand, we are critical readers, because otherwise we would not figure
out who is playing the role of the horseman. Ichabod, for example, is described in insistently phallic terms: He
had, however, a happy mixture of pliability and perseverance in his nature; he was in form and spirit like a
supple jackâ€”yielding, but tough; though he bent, he never broke; and though he bowed beneath the slightest
pressure, yet, the moment it was awayâ€” jerk! In their community, Ichabod is recommended by his
comparatively good education; Brom, by his physical skills and likable personality. Gun, Hessian sword, or
birch in hand, the narrator, the Horseman, and Ichabod all bear authority; and all three seek the
spoilsâ€”political, material or sexualâ€”of invading Sleepy Hollow. At home, Irving read a wide range of
English literature and delighted in many other writers, including Shakespeare, Oliver Goldsmith, and Laurence
Sterne. In Europe, her lack of title would have limited those who would be interested in her to others of similar
status, but in America or at least this sleepy town her abundance of resources, combined with her good looks,
youth, and charm, are enough to make her very desirable. This was a source of pride for Irving and his
American readers, and a subject of fascination and wonder for his British readers, whose national wilderness
had been tamed centuries before. Inasmuch as both the serious and the comic themes converge on the setting,
Irving has made the recovery of its meaning a precondition for any interpretation. Previously, the writing
coming out of the colonies and then out of the new nation was primarily religious or historical, and was
scarcely different from the same kinds of writing coming out of Europe. Fighting mock battles in which they
defeat what they mistakenly consider their greatest adversary, men actually strengthen the female hold on the
community by reinforcing and perpetuating the narratives through which women maintain order. The world of
the New York Dutch is something more and other than an ethnic region realistically sketched; it is, indeed, a
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mythically conceived community, unfallen and changeless, a place of perfect ripeness. Were it not for the
people, with their stories of ghosts and their fears of ghosts, there would be no ghosts. The narrators are not
only numerous, but also unreliable. He was well acquainted with Sir Walter Scott , whose own novels and
poems were based on legends and myths. This womb-like grove is for nurturing dream, not bloodsport; to be
treated with respect due the sabbath, not rent asunder by blunderbuss ejaculations. He does, however, relay a
scene which he can only have knowledge of if Crane or the horseman has told his story. He is tricked by Brom
into believing that he is being chased through the night by a headless horseman. The Sketch Book, written in
England, contains more than thirty sketches or stories, and nearly all of them have to do with English life and
English characters. When Crane walks home in the evening, for example, the narrator lists every creature that
frightens him: the whip-poor-will, the tree-toad, the screech-owl, the fire-flies, the beetle. Pochmann in 


